Introduction
The topological cohomology groups provide us some significant information about Banach algebras such as their amenability, contractibility, stability, and singular extensions. [3] Suppose that A and B are unital Banach algebras. M is a unital Banach A − B−module whenever it is simultaneously a Banach space, a left A-module and a right B-module satis- The notion of n-weak amenability was introduced by Dales, Ghahramani and Gronbaeck [1] . If the first topological cohomology group H 1 (A, A (n) ), i.e the quotient {δ : 
It follows that T is (2n − 1)-weakly amenable if and only if both
, respectively. We could therefore define the centeralizer of A in A (2n) as
; xa = ax for all a ∈ A} and the central Rosenblum operator on
The later space is clearly a subspace of
The following theorem play a key role in the subject: 
We are ready to give our proof of Proposition 4.5 of [2] :
Proof. For each n, the von Neumann algebra A (2n) is unital with the unit denoted 
